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Class-VI            Subject: English 

Student Name: _________________________ Sec________   Roll No.__________ Date:__________ 

 

Lesson.8 Magician in a Hurry, Poem.9 Seen But Not Heard 

 

I. Fill in the blanks with the correct modals. 

 

1. I __________ do something to help them. 

2. __________ you come with me? 

3. __________I open the window? 

4. If they started in the morning, they __________ be here soon. 

5. In the not-so-distant future, humans __________colonize Mars. 

6. You __________work overtime to make up for it. 

7.  He __________ be very tired. He's been working all day long. 

8.    __________ I use your phone.    

9. When I was younger I __________ run fast. 

10. It __________ rain tomorrow! 

 11. I __________ go on holiday to Australia next year. 

 12. You __________ stop when the traffic lights turn red. 

13. You __________ see to the doctor. 

14. There are a lot of tomatoes in the fridge. You __________ buy any. 

II. Underline the adjective phrases in these sentences:- 

1.    He wore a turban made of silk. 

2.    She is a dancer of great repute. 

3.    They walked along a road covered with mud. 

4.    He was a man without fear. 
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5.    She is a writer of great versatility. 

6.    It is of no use. 

7.    He is a boy of great promise. 

8.    A valley covered with grass stretched before us. 

9.    The article contains many quotations from the Bible. 

10.    He is a cricketer by profession. 

11.    You need guidance of a medical nature. 

12.    They are a couple with no children. 

13.    He leads a life devoid of blame. 

14.    He was carrying a knife stained with blood. 

15.    I met a little girl from a cottage. 

16.    From that sleepy village in the mountains hailed a chieftain of great fame. 

17.    He is a man with plenty of impudence. 

18.    Nobody likes a person with a short-temper. 

19.    He was a soldier free from fear. 

20.    I knew that he was a man of sense. 

III. Answer the following questions:- 

1. Why was Lakkan unhappy? 

A.____________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Why do you think Abra’s classmates and teacher did not like him? 

A._________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Why do silent letters waste space? 

A.____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How does the poet plan to make a silent word? 

4. A._________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 
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IV. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow it:- 

‘Oh my God! I now remember that the magician blessed us by saying,’ may you have the 

donkey’s fortune! 

a)Who said these words and to whom? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

b) How did the magician bless them? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

c) Find the synonym of the word ‘luck’ from the extract. 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

V. Read the following poem passage and answer the questions that follow it. 

I have this idea                                                                                                                                                 

which can’t be dispelled,                                                                                                                    

That those aberrant words                                                                                                          

Someone long ago misspelled. 

a. Name the poem from which the above lines are taken. 

A._________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

b. Name the poet of this poem. 

A._________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

c. What kind of words were misspelled long ago. 

A._________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

d. Write the rhyming words from the poem. 

A._________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

e. Find the synonym of the word ‘odd’ from the passage. 

A.____________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson.10. Welcome to Ford Aguada poem.11.Paint 

 

I. Identify the finite and non-finite verbs in the following sentences and state whether 

they are infinitives, participles or gerunds. 

1. Singing is his pastime. 

2. I like to read. 

3. It is easy to find faults with others. 

4. He went to work in London. 

5. She doesn’t like to do anything. 

6. I enjoy reading. 

7. The boys are decorating the room. 

8. I am doing my homework. 

9. we all enjoy eating ice-cream in the summer. 

10. Smita has done her homework. 

11. The little girl tried to imitate the steps of the famous singer. 

12. Mother took out a crumpled letter from the drawer. 

II. Complete the sentences with the gerund form of the verbs in parentheses. 

1. We decided____________ (buy) a new car. 

2. They've got some work ____________ (do). 

3. Peter gave up ____________ (smoke). 

4. He'd like ____________ (fly) an aeroplane. 

5. I enjoy____________ (write) picture postcards. 

6. Do you know what    (do) if there's a fire in the shop? 

7. Avoid ____________ (make) silly mistakes. 

8. My parents wanted me ____________ (be) home at 11 o'clock. 

9. I dream about ____________ (build) a big house. 

 10. I'm hoping____________    (see) Lisa. 
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II. Fill in the blanks with suitable present participles : 

(Kicking, driving, riding, leading, singing) 

1. See baby _____________ easily. 

2. I saw Robert _____________ skilfully. 

3. I can hear _____________ him a song. 

4. I saw the child _____________ the ball. 

1. We saw a man_____________  a monkey. 

 

III. Answer the following questions:- 

1. How did Venetia and her friends enjoy the day? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1. How long was Venetia to wait till she would be allowed to go alone with her friends? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

2. How is a poet different from an artist? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

3. Explain: ‘I want to paint a picture in your head’. 

 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

IV. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow it:- 

‘Yes, Uncle! We had a great time. We’II show you the photographs.’ 

a)Who said these words and to whom? 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 
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b) Who does ‘we’ refer to here? 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 

c) Name the lesson from which the above lines are taken. 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 

V. Read the following poem passage and answer the questions that follow it”- 

Next is the grass                                                                                                                                              

tall and tall and green    ------                                                                                                                           

the breeze makes it wave                                                                                                                               

and the sun makes it sheen 

a. Name the poem from which the above lines are taken. 

 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 

b.Name the poet of this poem. 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 

c. How does the sun make the grass? 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 

d. Write the rhyming words from the poem. 

A.______________________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson.12. The Tide Has Turned poem.13 My Chicken’s on the Internet 

I. Join these sentences to make a compound sentence. 

1. David likes to swim. David likes to hike.  

A._____________________________________________________________ 

2. John likes video games. John likes reading. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Stephen must study. Stephen will not pass the test.  

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

4. Come in. Go out. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

5. Tom passed the test. James also passed the test. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

6. Alice wrote the letter. She posted it. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

        7. He is ill. He is cheerful. 

    A. _____________________________________________________________ 

        8.He is rich. He is miserable. 

      A. _____________________________________________________________ 

      9. You can go by bus. You can go by train. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

   10. You must work hard. You will not win. 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 
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II. Underline the subordinate clause in the following sentences. 

1. As he was not there, I could not speak to him. 

2. I waited for him until he came. 

3. We eat so that we may live. 

4. I don’t know whether he is innocent. 

5. If you eat too much, you will fall ill. 

6. I am sure that you are wrong. 

7. The teacher said that honesty is the best policy. 

8. Tell me where you have put my books. 

9. The man who committed the theft last night has been caught. 

10. It is difficult to understand why he distrusts his own children. 

IV. Fill in the blanks using adjectives from the box in the correct order. 

1. We wanted __________________________________ (grey / a / metal) table.  

2. They bought __________________________________ (red / a / new) car.  

3. She went home and sat on __________________________________ (comfortable / her / 

wooden / old) bed. 

 4. He bought __________________________________ (woollen / a / British / fabulous) 

suit.  

5. They have __________________________________ (Dutch / black) bicycles.  

6. He wants __________________________________ (some / French / delicious / really) 

cheese.  

7. __________________________________ (young / a / pretty) girl walked into the room.  

8. He has __________________________________ (a lot of / old / interesting) books.  

9. She bought __________________________________ (plastic / red / a / new) plastic 

lunchbox.  

10. He is looking for __________________________________ (leather / stylish / a /black) 

bag.  
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11. She dropped __________________________________ (old / beautiful / the) plate and it 

smashed.  

12. I want __________________________________ (silk / green / an / amazing) dress.  

13. She drank __________________________________ (Italian / black / hot) coffee. 

 14. He saw __________________________________ (French / writing / old / an) desk 

15. They stayed in __________________________________ (little / a / cute) cottage.  

16. I visited __________________________________ (ancient / a / spooky / German) castle.  

17. He has __________________________________ (silver / old / beautiful / a) ring.  

18. We ate __________________________________ (green / English / round / some) 

apples. 

 19. I need __________________________________ (computer / comfortable / a) desk. 

V. Complete the cloze passage with the given clues. 

 

After months of colder weather, the days get longer, the buds (1) _______ in the trees, birds 

sing, and the world (2) _______. a green dress. Spring passes (3) ________ summer. 

Everyone knows that summer will not (4_______. The power of all the wisest men and 

women in the world cannot keep it for us. The corn becomes ripe, the leaves turn brown 

and then drop to the ground, (5) _______ the world changes its green dress for a dress of 

autumn colours. 

1. a. fall off           b. take up             c. put off           d. come out                    e. bring down 

2. a. looks after     b. puts on            c. carries on       d. comes round              e.  deals with  

3. a. into               b. by                   c. from                d. on                              e. out of  

4. a. forego           b. evaluate           c. succumb         d. last                              e. evolve 

5. a. yet               b. therefore          c. since             d. whereas                        e. and 

VI. In the following passage one word has been omitted in each line. There is a 

slash/where the word is omitted. Write the omitted word in the space provided. The first 

one has been done as an example. 
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What is moral education? It can/anything                  eg:    be  

Which /a person moral values and virtues    a.___________ 

Values/ the set of guidelines that a      b._____________ 

human being/ to follow. Nobody is      c.____________ 

born/moral content in him. It is       d. __________ 

inculcated in him/his education  and     e.________ 

experience in life. 

VII. Answer the following questions:- 

1. Who was Azhagi? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What impressed the visitor about Arasi? 

A.________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

3. List the things that the chicken does on the Internet. 

A. ________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What does ‘She clucks about her chicks mean? 

A._______________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

IV. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow it:- 

1. ‘Yes, mother, ’Arasi, ‘The tide has finally turned for us.’ 

a)Who is Arasi speaking with? 

A.____________________________________________________________________ 

b) Why does she say that the tide has turned for them? 

A._______________________________________________________________________ 
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c) Why do you think she uses ‘finally’ here? 

A._____________________________________________________________________ 

V. Read the following poem passage and answer the questions that follow it”- 

She plays all sorts of chicken games.                                                                                    

She messages her folks.                                                                                                                   

She watches chicken videos                                                                                                   

and forwards chicken jokes. 

a. Name the poem from which the above lines are taken 

A.__________________________________________________________________ 

b.Name the poet of this poem. 

A.____________________________________________________________________ 

c. Who is ‘she’ referred to in the above lines? 

A._______________________________________________________________________ 

c. What kind of games does she play? 

A.________________________________________________________________________-- 
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Lesson14. What’s Your Story? Lesson.15. I am Rayan 

I. Complete the cloze passage with the given clues. 

It's nearly spring and it's time to grow plants. Of course, not all plants are (1) ________.in 

season. This makes it very (2) _____________ . to pick the best plants to grow. The good 

news is that there are tons of choices. Do you know that plants can grow in nearly every 

climate? It's true that some plants are picky but most are super (3) ___________and only 

require water, dirt and of course sun. This spring is the (4) ____________ time to start your 

own garden. There are three amazing plants that work in every single climate. The first is 

spinach. Spinach is very easy to grow because it (5) ____________. water well and can stand 

different levels of heat. The second is carrots. There are many types of carrots you can grow. 

Most carrots are very quick to grow and also handle all types of climates as well. The third is 

tomatoes. There are tons of different types of tomatoes. It's easy to find the perfect tomato 

for any location. Go plant some plants! 

1. a.actually      b. currently          c. today          d. active          e. now 

2 a. easy  b. fun    c. stressful     d. giddy   e. difficult 

3. a. flexible   b. pick           c. divine`      d. cranky   e. difficult 

4. a. worst  b. best     c. perfect   d. better   e. fun 

5.a. losses   b. get rid of     c. removes   d. shakes   e. hold  

II. Transform these sentences into the passive voice. 

1. I kept my promise. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. She spoke the truth. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The cat drank all the milk.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Mary sang a song. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. John ate the cake. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Tom is building a hose. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. I was writing a letter. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

III. Types of Sentences 

 

 

Directions: Circle the correct conjunction that completes each compound sentence below. 

1. Dan likes to race his car fast, (and / or / but) he should think about safety.  

2. I knew exactly where I put my wallet, (and / or / but) I still couldn’t find it.  

3. I love to draw, (and / or / but) my friend loves to design in art class.  

4. We went to the hospital, (and / or / but) we found out it was closed early. 

 5. I have fifty dollars, (yet / and / so) I still can’t afford the new video game.  

6. I didn’t study hard enough, (yet / and / so) I didn’t pass my latest exam. 

Complex Sentence  

IV. Provide a fitting subordinator to fill the gaps in these sentences.  

1. I’m going to the bank _____________ I need some money. 

2. I made lunch ____________________ I got home. 

3.__________________ it's raining, she's going for a walk in the park.  

4.__________________she finishes her homework soon, she will fail the class. 

5. He decided to trust Tim ____________________ he was an honest man. 

6.___________________ we went to school, she decided to investigate the situation. 

7. Jennifer decided to leave Tom _________________ he was too worried about his job. 

8. Dennis bought a new jacket ________________ he had received one as a gift last week. 

9. Brandley claims that there will be trouble _______________ he doesn't complete the job. 

10. Janice will have finished the report __________ the time you receive the letter. 

 

A compound sentence is made by joining two independent clauses together with a conjunction. 
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V. Use subordinating conjunctions (though, if, when, because, etc.) to connect the sentences 

into one complex sentence. 

1. Henry needs to learn English. I will teach him. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

2. It was raining outside. We went for a walk. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

3. Jenny needs to ask me. I will buy it for her. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Yuva played golf extremely well. She was very young. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Franklin wants to get a new job. He is preparing for job interviews. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

6. I'm writing a letter, and I'm leaving. You will find it tomorrow. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Marvin thinks he will buy the house. He just wants to know what his friend thinks. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Cindy and David had breakfast. They left for work. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

9. I really enjoyed the concert. The music was too loud. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

VI. Complete the sentences in reported speech. Note whether the sentence is a request, a 

statement or a question 
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1.”He said, "I like this song."  He said _________________________________________. 

2. "Where is your sister?" she asked me. __________________________________________ 

3."I don't speak Italian," she said. ___________________________________________ 

4 "The film began at seven o'clock," he said. 

_____________________________________________ 

5. "I never make mistakes," he said. 

____________________________________________________ 

6."Don't play on the grass, boys," she said. 

______________________________________________ 

VII. Answer the following questions:- 

1. What does Arjun suggest to Rihana? 

A.____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Explain how a blog works? 

A.____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6. Who was Ryan? 

A.__________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Why did Ryan faint? 

A.________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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VIII. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow it:- 

1.‘Coming, Aji, in ten minutes,’ I said.  I knew that she would fall asleep very soon.  She is 

usually very trusting.’ 

a)Who was Ryan replying to? 

A._____________________________________________________________________ 

b) Why did Ryan lie to the listener? 

A._________________________________________________________________________ 

c) What kind of a person was the listener? 

A._______________________________________________________________________ 


	Complex Sentence

